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Introduction 

In the debate about the UK’s membership of the EU, a number of alternative arrangements to 
promote and protect Britain’s trade (both with the EU countries and with the wider world) have 
been suggested.  Among supporters of the UK leaving the EU, a consensus has developed that 
Britain leaving but remaining in the Single Market (often referred to as the “Norway option”) 
would not suit the UK’s needs, not least because it concedes wide control over economic 
regulation to the EU without the UK having a vote on that regulation, and because it would 
involve continued free movement of people and payments into the EU budget.1  Similarly, the 
notion that the UK could take the approach of Switzerland and negotiate a series of bilateral 
arrangements with the EU has been discredited, partly because of suggestions that the EU 
might be unwilling to agree to such an arrangement but also because Switzerland’s 
arrangements do not include privileged access to the Single Market in services.2   
 
Increasingly it is suggested that the UK should leave the EU and trade with other countries 
on the basis of its membership of the World Trade Organisation (WTO).3  Alternatively, it is 
suggested that the UK could negotiate its own free trade agreement with the EU.  Part of 
the reasoning behind these approaches is the claim that UK trade with the rest of the EU is 
declining and that future economic growth will come from deepening ties with the 
emerging markets – countries such as Brazil, China, India, Nigeria, Russia and South Africa.4  
Advocates of this approach say that these economies are growing faster than those of the 
eurozone and their younger populations represent the future of the global economy as 
Europe’s citizens age and the EU loses global trade share.   
 
This paper does not consider all the possible alternatives to UK membership of the EU.5  
Instead this paper looks more narrowly at the question of what it would be like for the UK to 
trade with the EU on the same terms as other non-member countries, such as Canada, China, 
South Korea and the USA.  In addition, it looks at whether increased trade with emerging 
markets would be an adequate substitute for any loss of trade with EU Member States. 
 
This paper explores these issues by looking at the UK’s current trade with the EU, examining the 
differences between the emerging economies and those of the EU and asking what trading 
under WTO rules without privileged access to the Single Market would mean in practice. 

                                                           
1  Dominic Cummings of Vote Leave: “Vote Leave does not support the ‘Norway option’ for Britain”; in ‘Cameron tells anti-EU campaigners: 

'Norway option' won't work for Britain’, Nicholas Watt & Rowena Mason, The Guardian, 28 October 2015 
2  For a discussion of the difficulties with a Swiss-style relationship with the EU, see CBI, Our Global Future, 28 October 2013, p. 131 et seq.  
3  See ‘Ignore Brexit scaremongers: We will thrive outside the EU if Britain embraces free trade’, Richard Tice, City AM, 31 March 2015 
4  Office for National Statistics, ‘How important is the European Union to UK trade and investment?’, 26 June 2015 
5  These are considered in the SEE paper, The UK and the EU: Are there Alternatives to EU Membership?, January 2015 

http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/oct/28/cameron-to-confront-norway-option-anti-eu-campaigners
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/oct/28/cameron-to-confront-norway-option-anti-eu-campaigners
http://news.cbi.org.uk/reports/our-global-future/our-global-future/
http://www.cityam.com/212802/ignore-brexit-scaremongers-we-will-thrive-outside-eu-if-britain-embraces-free-trade
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/international-transactions/outward-foreign-affiliates-statistics/how-important-is-the-european-union-to-uk-trade-and-investment-/sty-eu.html
http://senioreuropeanexperts.org/paper/the-uk-and-the-eu-are-there-alternatives-to-eu-membership/
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UK Trade with the EU 

About 45 per cent of the UK’s goods and services exports go to the EU and about 53 per 
cent of its goods and services imports come from the EU.  The EU’s share of UK exports has 
fallen from 55 per cent in 2002 to 45 per cent in 2014.6 
 
Share of UK trade with EU (%): Goods and services (Quarterly data) 

 
Source: Office for National Statistics 

 
The change in trading patterns seen over the last 15 years is largely because the rate of 
growth in exports to the EU has been less than the rate of growth in exports to non-EU 
countries.7  This may in turn reflect the slow growth in eurozone countries of recent years.  
It should be noted too that although the UK has historically had a deficit in its trade in goods 
with the EU, its balance of trade in services with the EU is positive, with a surplus each year 
since 2005, reaching £15.4 billion in 2014.8   
 
The EU supports trade.  In addition to the earlier removal of tariffs, it has opened markets 
through ‘passporting’ for financial services and liberalisation (e.g. telecommunications 
and aviation); it helps firms comply with non-tariff barriers such as environmental and 
safety standards by providing a single set of rules for all 28 Member States; and common 
rules on cross-border selling give retail consumers confidence to shop across borders. 
This means that the Single Market of 500 million consumers is the UK’s home market.  In 
addition, foreign direct investment into the UK often reflects investors’ desire to be 
located inside the Single Market – for example, US banks, Japanese car makers and 
naturally investors from other EU Member States. 
 
UK businesses trade more with the EU than any other single destination.  The total effect of 
EU membership on our trade in goods in particular has been calculated to be 55 per cent 
higher because of the UK’s membership of the EU than it would be if we were not a 
                                                           
6  Matthew Keep & Dominic Webb, In brief: UK-EU economic relations, House of Common Library Briefing Paper 16/6091, 16 January 2016, p. 4  
7  Office for National Statistics, supra n. 4 
8  Ibid. 

http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN06091/SN06091.pdf
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member.9  In value terms, total UK trade with the EU in 2013 amounted to £364 billion so 
the “EU effect” generated £130 billion; in contrast, UK trade with China was worth £43 billion 
that year.10  These pieces of research are just two of the many reports by independent 
experts that show the UK gaining significantly from its easy access to the EU Single Market. 
 
A further point is that in addition to its trade with the rest of the EU, the UK does much of its 
non-EU trade with countries that already have a free trade agreement (FTA) with the EU.  In 
total, UK trade with the EU, and with countries that have an FTA with the EU, amounted to 
64 per cent of UK trade in 2014.11   
 
It is sometimes suggested that if the UK left the EU it would be able to preserve its easy access 
to the Single Market because it would be in the interests of the EU Member States to keep 
access both ways because they export so much to the UK.  In fact, while the UK buys about 10 
per cent of the rest of the EU’s exports we sell nearly half of ours to the EU.  Furthermore, not 
all EU Member States have a trade surplus with the UK; half of the EU’s trade surplus with the 
UK is accounted for by two countries, Germany and the Netherlands.12  It is also often claimed 
that outside the EU the UK would continue to get privileged access to the Single Market on 
the same terms as a Member; this is something no other country has been granted. 
 
Services 

Almost 80 per cent of the UK’s economy is in services and they form the majority of our exports.  
The UK has had a trade surplus in services with the EU every year since 2005; that surplus was 
£15.4 billion in 2014.13  The single market in services is underpinned by the Treaty's principles 
of free movement of services, capital and people, as well as the right of establishment.  But 
regulatory support to trade in services is more advanced in some areas (e.g. financial services) 
than others.  Thus, in financial services the flexibility created by the passporting rule (under 
which a financial services business operating in one Member State can operate in all the others 
without a further authorisation requirement) has encouraged non-EU based financial services 
businesses to set up subsidiaries in the UK so that they can benefit from the passporting 
arrangements.  Swiss financial services businesses, which do not have easy access to the EU’s 
services market, have subsidiaries in London so they can trade easily with the EU.14 
 
Outside the EU, the UK would have to rely on the far more limited World Trade Organisation 
rules on trade in services which would allow EU countries to impose non-tariff barriers on 
many UK services exports and financial services businesses would lose the benefit of 
passporting.15  A survey of financial services businesses found that 37 per cent were very or 
fairly likely to relocate staff in the event of the UK leaving the EU.16 
 

                                                           
9  John Springford, Simon Tilford & Philip Whyte, The economic consequences of leaving the EU, Centre for European Reform, 3 June 2014, p. 24  
10  Ibid. 
11  Calculated using UK overseas trade statistics, as published in HMRC, ‘Overseas Trade Statistics’, 11 March 2016 
12  John Springford, Simon Tilford & Philip Whyte, op. cit., p. 28 
13  Office for National Statistics, supra n. 4 
14  Jean-Pierre Douglas-Henry, Alexandra Kamerling & Camilla Macpherson, ‘Brexit: What impact might the UK leaving the EU have on the 

UK’s financial services industry?’, DLA Piper, 13 October 2015 
15  Gavin Thompson, The economic impact of EU membership on the UK, House of Commons Library Standard Note 13/6730, 17 September 

2013, pp. 9-10  
16  Jean-Pierre Douglas-Henry, Alexandra Kamerling & Camilla Macpherson, supra n. 14; Katie Combes, ‘EU Referendum: The Business Angle: 

Financial services sector briefing’, Bellenden Elections, 25 February 2016 

http://www.cer.org.uk/sites/default/files/smc_final_report_june2014.pdf
https://www.uktradeinfo.com/Statistics/OverseasTradeStatistics/Pages/OTS.aspx
https://www.dlapiper.com/en/uk/insights/publications/2015/10/banking-disputes-quarterly/brexit/
https://www.dlapiper.com/en/uk/insights/publications/2015/10/banking-disputes-quarterly/brexit/
http://www.parliament.uk/briefing-papers/sn06730.pdf
http://www.bellendenelections.co.uk/eu-referendum-the-business-angle-financial-services-sector-briefing/
http://www.bellendenelections.co.uk/eu-referendum-the-business-angle-financial-services-sector-briefing/
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Foreign direct investment 

In 2014 the UK was the largest destination for foreign direct investment (FDI) in the EU in both 
the numbers of investment decisions and in value terms, well ahead of its nearest competitor, 
Germany.17  FDI matters both for the jobs it creates directly in the UK (for example, through 
overseas businesses having factories or offices here) but also the indirect benefits of the 
investment.  For example, the opening of a foreign-owned car plant in the UK to produce 
vehicles for the European market generates jobs and growth in other goods and services 
sectors, such as shipping and transport, spare part suppliers, banking and finance and travel. 
 
Future trends 

Estimating future trends in the UK’s trading relationship with the EU means making difficult 
assumptions about future growth and other factors that might influence it.  There are, 
however, some factors that can be identified now: 

• the relatively poor performance of the eurozone economy of the last few years 
has steadied and growth of around 1.5 per cent is expected in 2016 with higher 
levels thereafter;18 

• the shift in direction under the present Commission, which has led to 
substantially fewer items of legislation in the work programme, and a re-
energised commitment to making the EU more competitive, is a significant re-
focusing of effort around a pro-growth agenda; 

• the EU’s shift in trade policy in 2006, following the stalling of the Doha trade 
round, from negotiating multilateral trade agreements through the World Trade 
Organisation to seeking bilateral free trade agreements with major trading 
partners, is bearing fruit; there are now over 50 such agreements covering 60 
countries; furthermore, the EU is negotiating free trade agreements with the USA, 
India, Japan and Mercosur which would take total UK trade with the EU and its 
trade partners to 80 per cent; 

• the services sector will continue to expand; removing existing barriers to trade in 
services within the EU could expand the UK economy by seven per cent.19 

 
Taken with the commitment of the European Council to complete the Single Market in 
energy and in digital services, these developments suggest that the EU is likely to remain 
the UK’s largest trading partner for the foreseeable future.   
 

UK Trade with Non-EU Countries including the Emerging Markets 

It is sometimes suggested that EU membership inhibits the UK from exporting to non-EU 
countries, including emerging markets.  This is not so.  For example, Germany exports about 
four times as much to China as the UK does.20 
 

                                                           
17  HM Government, Inward Investment Report 2014/15, 16 June 2015, p. 5 
18  EY, Eurozone: A broadening recovery points to a brighter future, 10 December 2015, pp. 3, 4, 8, 15, 21 
19  HM Government, The economic consequences for the UK and the EU of completing the Single Market, 10 February 2011, p. v 
20  See HM Government, UK Exports to China: Now and in the Future, 8 July 2013, Annex B, p. 38 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/435646/UKTI-Inward-Investment-Report-2014-to-2015.pdf
http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/EY-eurozone-forecast-december-2015/$FILE/EY-eurozone-forecast-december-2015.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/83815/economic_consequences_for_the_UK_and_the_EU_of_completing_the_Single_Market.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/211157/UK_Exports_to_China_-_Now_and_in_the_future.pdf
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At present, less than ten per cent of UK exports go to the leading emerging markets (Brazil, 
Russia, India, China and South Africa), according to figures from the Office for National Statistics.  
Any growth is likely to be gradual and susceptible to the development of these economies. 
 
Exports of UK goods and services by destination, 2014 

 
Source: Office for National Statistics 

 
The Chinese economy accounted for approximately one third of global economic growth 
over the last seven years.21  This huge growth means that the Chinese economy has almost 
doubled in size in the last six years.22  But this rapid growth slowed down in 2015 with the 
economy burdened by high debt levels, a surplus of unsold properties and excess 
manufacturing capacity.23 
 
Since the liberalisation of the Indian economy in 1991 that country too has seen very rapid 
growth.  In 2015, its growth rate was about seven per cent, just ahead of that of China.  On 
current predictions, India is expected to be the third largest economy in the world by 2030, 
pushing the UK down to seventh place.24  The Indian economy is heavily protected from 
foreign competition in many sectors and progress towards opening it up has been slow.25 

                                                           
21  ‘China economic growth falls below 7% for first time since 2009’, Mark Magnier, Wall Street Journal, 18 October 2015 
22  Ibid. 
23  Ibid. 
24  ‘US? India? China? The10 biggest economies in 2030 will be...’, Doug Bolton, The Independent, 15 April 2015 
25  ‘US urges India to pull down the wall of protectionism’, Asit Ranjan Mishra, Live Mint, 25 November 2014 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/china-economic-growth-falls-below-7-for-first-time-since-2009-1445221368
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/us-china-india-the-10-biggest-economies-in-2030-will-be-10178587.html
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/3WkXt1QdIXSyQO32xGxZ5H/US-seeks-to-step-up-India-trade-talks-after-WTO-deal.html
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Brazil’s economic rise has been less spectacular than that of China or India and accompanied 
by sharp reversals of fortune.26  Now plagued by high inflation, a 60 per cent fall in the value 
of its currency and political scandal, Brazil is not performing at the level that would be 
expected of the fifth largest country in the world (in both landmass and population) and its 
economy is forecast to contract in 2016 for the second year running.27   
 
Russia has some of the problems that Brazil has – it is over-reliant on commodity exports 
and suffers from both political corruption and sharp inequalities of wealth.  The fall in the 
oil price in 2014/15 has hit Russia hard because of its dependence on energy exports.  In 
addition, it has been faced with economic sanctions by the international community since 
its seizure of Crimea in March 2014.  Russia’s economy contracted by around four per cent 
in 2015 with little or no growth predicted for 2016.28  Current predictions are that the 
Russian economy will fall in global rankings from eleventh to twelfth place by 2030. 
 
In the larger group of countries whose economies have experienced high levels of growth 
in the last decade, Mexico, Indonesia and Nigeria are all expected to be in the world’s top 
20 economies by 2030.29  South Africa has experienced disappointing levels of growth in 
recent years with GDP increasing by just 1.3 per cent in 2015 and predicted to rise at the 
even lower rate of 0.8 per cent in 2016.  A lack of competition in the economy has hampered 
growth and contributed to the country having a quarter of its workforce unemployed.30 
 

World Trade Rules 

It is sometimes suggested that Britain outside the EU should either negotiate a privileged 
trade relationship with the remaining members of the EU (the ‘Norway’ or ‘Swiss’ options) 
or seek a free trade agreement similar to that negotiated between the EU and Canada.  
Alternatively, the UK would rely on world trade rules to pursue its relationship with the EU 
and the rest of the world (the ‘World Trade Organisation’ option).   
 
The World Trade Organisation (WTO) is a very different from the EU.  It draws up international 
trade treaties, lays down a commonly agreed set of basic rules for international trade and 
provides arbitration mechanisms to settle disputes between countries.  It developed out of 
the General Agreement on Tariffs & Trade.  It has been effective in several areas of policy-
making and its dispute services are widely used.  The WTO agreements include the General 
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS).  But while GATS sets a general framework for trade in 
services, it has not yet brought about the market-opening for services that the EU has begun 
to achieve.  Seventy-eight per cent of the UK’s economy is in services. 
 
Relying on our WTO membership would prevent EU Member States from adopting 
discriminatory or protectionist policies directed against UK goods in certain ways.  But it 
would have to apply the EU’s Common External Tariff on UK exports.  This would mean, for 
example, tariffs on our food exports to the EU of anything between five and 36 per cent 
depending on the product, 10 per cent in the case of cars and five per cent on car 
                                                           
26  See Quandl, ‘Brazil GDP at Constant Prices, % change’, 18 December 2015 
27  ‘Brazil’s highs and lows’, David Biller, Bloomberg View, 21 January 2016  
28  Quandl, ‘Russia GDP at Constant Prices, % change’, 18 December 2015; ‘IMF cuts 2016 growth forecast for Russia’, Reuters, 19 January 2016 
29  Doug Bolton, supra n. 24 
30  World Bank, ‘South Africa Economic Update: Promoting Domestic Competition Between Firms Could Help Spur Growth, Reduce Poverty’, 

2 February 2016  

https://www.quandl.com/data/ODA/BRA_NGDP_RPCH-Brazil-GDP-at-Constant-Prices-change
http://www.bloombergview.com/quicktake/brazils-highs-lows
https://www.quandl.com/data/ODA/RUS_NGDP_RPCH-Russia-GDP-at-Constant-Prices-change
http://www.reuters.com/article/russia-economy-imf-idUSR4N150001
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/southafrica/publication/south-africa-economic-update-promoting-faster-growth-poverty-alleviation-through-competition
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components.31  In addition, if the UK wanted to apply higher tariffs than the present EU 
common external tariff, it would have to make equivalent trade concessions under WTO 
rules to all those countries (outside the EU) adversely affected. 
 
The GATS has so far led to relatively little dismantling of barriers to trade in services.  
Moreover, it includes a Financial Services Annex allowing new restrictions on financial 
services to be introduced for prudential regulatory reasons.  UK financial services trade with 
the EU, post-Brexit, could be dangerously exposed to unilateral EU action.  For example, 
London is the largest centre in the world for trade in euros, buying and selling twice as many 
euros as the whole of the 19-member eurozone.32  The European Central Bank (ECB) has 
already tried to force London clearing houses to move their euro business to the eurozone; 
it lost that argument when the Court of Justice ruled in the UK’s favour in 2015.33  Outside 
the EU the UK could not look to the GATS to protect the financial services sector against 
future regulatory decisions of that kind by EU regulators under WTO rules. 
 
Being a member of the EU in terms of trade matters means that: 

• UK exports to other EU countries are not subject to any form of import tax (tariffs); 

• we are part of a customs union with the rest of the EU so there are no checks on 
our goods at the port of entry to see that they comply with national product, health 
or safety rules, nor are they impounded until a customs check is completed; 

• British businesses have the freedom to export their goods and services across the 
Single Market, including sending their staff to work in other EU countries for them; 

• British transport companies can carry goods across the EU; 

• the UK has a seat on the rule-making bodies of the EU (the Council of Ministers 
and the Parliament), nominates a member of the European Commission, and is a 
member of the EU’s Trade Policy Committee; 

• the UK can challenge the decisions of the governments of other Member States 
or of the EU institutions in the Court of Justice; 

• EU competition policy enables the European Commission to take action over national 
subsidies or other actions that put our businesses at a competitive disadvantage; 

• the UK can influence the EU's legislative agenda, e.g. to further open the market 
for services and digital products where we have opportunities to expand our 
exports; and 

• we benefit from the EU’s free trade agreements with third countries. 
 
Outside the Single Market none of those things would apply.  UK goods would be subject 
to the EU’s Common External Tariff, would go through customs checks (delaying their 
delivery), there would be no right to sell services across the Single Market, to deliver them 
or to send employees there.  We would be entirely outside the decision-making structures 
of the EU and we would not benefit from the EU’s FTAs, present and future. 
 
                                                           
31  HM Government, Alternatives to membership: possible models for the United Kingdom outside the European Union, 2 March 2016, p. 36  
32  ‘'Brexit' fears haunt London's roaring trade in euros’, Guy Fualconbridge, Reuters, 22 July 2015 
33  ‘George Osborne beats ECB in clearing houses decision’, Jill Treanor, The Guardian, 4 March 2015 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/504604/Alternatives_to_membership_-_possible_models_for_the_UK_outside_the_EU.pdf
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-eu-euro-insight-idUSKCN0PW13620150722
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/mar/04/george-osborne-wins-clearing-house-ruling-against-ecb
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The UK has a deep and complex trading relationship with the other EU countries.  It is 
becoming less and less usual for a relationship of this kind to be managed simply through 
WTO membership; it is the kind of close relationship for which trading partners would 
usually arise under a bilateral free trade agreement.34 
 
Nor could trading arrangements under the WTO rules replicate the magnet that the UK’s 
presence within the Single Market provides for foreign direct investment into the UK.  One 
expert has estimated the loss of FDI at £210 billion over four years if the UK voted to leave 
the EU.35  This figure is made up of a loss of FDI from within the EU (a 20 per cent fall) and an 
even larger loss from Asia and the US.36  These losses would be because investors in the UK 
would no longer have access to the Single Market.  Overseas merchant banks locate in 
London because around 40 per cent of the City’s trades are with other EU countries.37 
 
It is sometimes argued that if countries like the US, exporting under WTO rules, can export 
successfully to the EU while outside it and without benefit of access to the Single Market, 
then so could the UK.  However the US clearly thinks it would benefit from a trade and 
investment agreement with the EU and one is now under active negotiation.  Beyond that, 
even without an agreement beyond the WTO rules, US export success reflects its 
comparative advantage in areas where the UK does not compete at the same level; for 
example, commodities including oil, machine tools and other manufactures, large aircraft, 
defence equipment and some services. 
 
An alternative suggestion is that the UK should negotiate an agreement similar to recently 
reached between the EU and Canada (CETA).  But, as a former Canadian Trade Minister has 
made clear, if Canada did as much trade with the EU as the UK does now with the rest of the 
EU, they would want something far better than CETA.38  The Canadian agreement does not 
cover all financial services, does not remove all non-tariff barriers to trade and still requires 
goods from Canada to be subjected to cumbersome rules of origin checks.  Furthermore, it 
has taken seven years for Canada to negotiate this agreement and it has still not been 
ratified.  CETA is awaiting approval by the European Parliament and the agreement of all 28 
Member States before it can be implemented.   
 

Future Trade Patterns 

Over forty years the UK has built a close trading relationship with the other EU Member 
States.  This high degree of integration has led to the share of UK trade with the EU rising 
rapidly from 41 per cent when we joined to a peak of 59 per cent in the early 1990s.  The 
growth of emerging markets has led to the EU’s share falling over time but they remain only 
a small share of our overall trade.39   
 
The challenge for the UK – in or out of the EU – is to develop all our global trading 
relationships in the long-term.  In the EU we have a ready-made market of 500 million 
                                                           
34  John Springford, Simon Tilford & Philip Whyte, supra n. 9, p. 33 
35  Ludovic Subran, Ana Boata & Luna Angelini Marinucci, Brexit me if you can: Companies to suffer the most, Euler Hermes, 30 November 

2015, pp. 1, 4 
36  Ibid., p. 4 
37  Ibid. 
38  ‘Sorry Boris, Canada is not a model for post-Brexit trade’, Pierre Pettigrew, The Times, 23 March 2016 
39  CBI, supra n. 2, p. 60 

http://www.eulerhermes.com/mediacenter/Lists/mediacenter-documents/Economic-Insight-Brexit-UK-US-nov15.pdf
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/opinion/thunderer/article4719293.ece
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people with which we already do the largest share of our trade.  As a member of the EU the 
UK can expand that share by further expanding the Single Market into areas such as energy 
and digital services and keep a downward pressure on regulation.  It can also make the most 
of the opportunity to push forward EU trade agreements with third countries.  This 
opportunity arises because of the stalling of global multilateral trade deals in recent years 
and because the size of the Single Market is a powerful incentive for third countries to reach 
agreement with the EU.  
 
Outside the EU and relying on WTO rules, we would lose our privileged access to the Single 
Market, would face tariffs on our exports to the EU and would be unlikely to achieve free 
trade agreements with other countries as good as those the EU has negotiated.  We could 
not rely on any likely expansion of our exports to the emerging markets to make up for the 
loss of trade with EU countries, given the uncertainties about the performance of those 
economies in the future. 
 

Conclusion 

The contention that the UK needs to withdraw from the EU in order to get access for our 
exports to emerging markets flies in the face of economic reality and negotiating 
experience.  It is in any case a false and unnecessary choice.  By remaining in the EU we can 
have the best of both worlds, retaining access and influence on our biggest markets in 
Europe and opening up better access to the markets of the emerging economies. 
 

March 2016 
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